
competence centre for helicopter flights

Landline +43 (0)72 098 34 99 | info@hubschrauberflug.at

marriage proposal / wedding flight

Antrag Flugplatz
Jagdhof Glashütte

 949.00 EUR
 1899.00 EUR

proposal of marriage
You want to make your sweetheart a very special marriage proposal? Then we have 3 options for
you:

Marriage proposal on the airfield - in advance:
Let's go for it with a sightseeing helicopter flight along the Frankfurt skyline - that alone is pure
experience! In the meantime, we have already prepared two hearts on the landing field: a red with
"yes" and a colorless with "no".

Shortly before the landing we will let you out of the helicopter. From our wedding team you will then
be equipped with a handheld radio and a bouquet of flowers. At best you pull the engagement ring
out of your pocket.

Your sweetheart can not directly answer. Whether the answer is "yes" or "no" decides on which
heart the pilot lands.

On your request we serve by landing a glass of sparkling wine and if you like also for your friends
and relatives. Certainly a successful marriage proposal.

One bottle of sparkling winfe and a bunch of flowers are included.

If you would like more support for this day, more friends or relatives are welcome to accompany you
after prior registration, but separate registrations (for a fee) are necessary. We are also happy to
fulfill more sparkling wine, more flowers or other special requests for a corresponding fee.

Flight to Jagdhof Glashütte:

mailto:info@hubschrauberflug.at


In the former inn, travelers have always been welcomed and offered a place to relax and refresh
themselves. Grown from this is a holiday paradise in the midst of nature, which offers the guest
today every imaginable luxury, without wanting to be "luxurious".

Flight exclusively in the Robinson R44 from the airfield Egelsbach to Bad Laasphe to the Jagdhof
Glashütte - Landing directly in front of the hotel - flight time approx. 45 min. One way. Named price
is pure airfare, waiting on-site incl. (about 2 hours), food and drinks on site are exclusive.
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